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Abstract—We first conceive a novel transmission protocol for a5
multi-relay multiple-input–multiple-output orthogonal frequency-6
division multiple-access (MIMO-OFDMA) cellular network based7
on joint transmit and receive beamforming. We then address8
the associated network-wide spectral efficiency (SE) and energy9
spectral efficiency (ESE) optimization problems. More specifically,10
the network’s MIMO channels are mathematically decomposed11
into several effective multiple-input–single-output (MISO) chan-12
nels, which are essentially spatially multiplexed for transmission.13
Hence, these effective MISO channels are referred to as spatial14
multiplexing components (SMCs). For the sake of improving the15
SE/ESE performance attained, the SMCs are grouped using a16
pair of proposed grouping algorithms. The first is optimal in the17
sense that it exhaustively evaluates all the possible combinations18
of SMCs satisfying both the semi-orthogonality criterion and19
other relevant system constraints, whereas the second is a lower-20
complexity alternative. Corresponding to each of the two grouping21
algorithms, the pair of SE and ESE maximization problems are22
formulated, thus the optimal SMC groups and optimal power23
control variables can be obtained for each subcarrier block. These24
optimization problems are proven to be concave, and the dual25
decomposition approach is employed for obtaining their solutions.26
Relying on these optimization solutions, the impact of various27
system parameters on both the attainable SE and ESE is char-28
acterized. In particular, we demonstrate that under certain condi-29
tions the lower-complexity SMC grouping algorithm achieves 90%30
of the SE/ESE attained by the exhaustive-search based optimal31
grouping algorithm, while imposing as little as 3.5% of the latter32
scheme’s computational complexity.33

Index Terms—Green communications, spatial multiplexing,34
beamforming, multi-relay, multiple-input–multiple-output or-35
thogonal frequency-division multiple-access (MIMO-OFDMA),36
fractional programming, dual decomposition, cross-layer design.37
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I. INTRODUCTION 38

R ECENT wireless mobile broadband standards optionally 39
employ relay nodes (RNs) and multiple-input–multiple- 40

output orthogonal frequency-division multiple-access (MIMO- 41
OFDMA) systems [1], [2] for supporting the ever-growing 42
wireless capacity demands. These systems benefit from a ca- 43
pacity gain increasing roughly linearly both with the num- 44
ber of available OFDMA subcarriers (each having the same 45
bandwidth) as well as with the minimum of the number of 46
transmit antennas (TAs) and receive antennas (RAs). However, 47
this capacity-oriented approach conflicts with the increasing 48
need to reduce the system’s carbon footprint [3] as increasing 49
the number of radio frequency (RF) chains and subcarriers will 50
incur additional energy costs. In light of these discussions, the 51
goal of this paper is to formally optimize the spectral efficiency 52
(SE) or energy spectral efficiency (ESE) of the downlink (DL) 53
in a multi-relay MIMO-OFDMA cellular system by intelligently 54
allocating the available power and frequency resources and 55
employing joint transmit and receive beamforming (BF). 56

It is widely acknowledged that under the idealized simplify- 57
ing condition of having perfect channel state information (CSI) 58
at the transmitter, the DL or broadcast channel (BC) capacity 59
[4], [5] may be approached with the aid of dirty paper coding 60
(DPC) [6]. However, the practical implementation of DPC is 61
hampered by its excessive algorithmic complexity upon in- 62
creasing the number of users. On the other hand, BF is an attrac- 63
tive suboptimal strategy for allowing multiple users to share the 64
BC while resulting in reduced multi-user interference (MUI). 65
A low-complexity transmit-BF technique is the zero-forcing 66
based BF (ZFBF), which can asymptotically achieve the BC ca- 67
pacity as the number of users tends to infinity [7]. Furthermore, 68
ZFBF may be readily applied to a system with multiple-antenna 69
receivers through the use of the singular value decomposition 70
(SVD). As a result, the associated MIMO channels may be 71
mathematically decomposed into several effective multiple- 72
input–single-output (MISO) channels, which are termed spatial 73
multiplexing components (SMCs)1 in this work. Furthermore, 74
in [8], these SMCs are specifically grouped so that the opti- 75
mal grouping as well as the optimal allocation of the power 76

1Note that these effective MISO channels are different from the physical
MISO channels directly composing the physical MIMO channel. For brevity,
we coin the term SMC to emphasize that these effective MISOs will be used
for the purpose of spatial multiplexing. A more in-depth discussion regarding
the concept of SMCs will be provided in Section III.

1536-1276 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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may be found on each subcarrier block using convex opti-77

mization. In contrast to the channel-diagonalization methods78

of [9], [10], [11], the ZFBF approach does not enforce any79

specific relationship between the total numbers of TAs and80

RAs. Therefore, ZFBF is more suitable for practical systems,81

since the number of TAs at the BS is typically much lower82

than the total number of RAs of all the active user equipments83

(UEs). Compared to the random beamforming methods, such84

as that of [12], ZFBF is capable of completely avoiding the85

interference, allowing us to formulate our SE/ESE maximiza-86

tion (SEM/ESEM) problems as convex optimization problems.87

Due to its desirable performance versus complexity trade-off,88

in this paper we employ ZFBF in the context of multi-relay89

aided MIMO-OFDMA systems, where the direct link between90

the base station (BS) and the UE may be exploited in conjunc-91

tion with the relaying link for further improving the system’s92

performance.93

We formally define the ESE as a counterpart of the area spec-94

tral efficiency (ASE) [13], where the latter has the units of [bits/95

sec/Hz/m2], while the former is measured in [bits/sec/Hz/96

Joule]. The ESE metric has been justified, for example, in [14]–97

[17]. However, these contributions did not consider resource98

allocation in the context of a MIMO system, and only [17]99

incorporated relaying. On the other hand, although there are nu-100

merous contributions on optimal resource allocation in MIMO101

systems, they typically only focused on either the SEM (equiv-102

alently, the sum-rate maximization) or the power minimization103

[8], [18]–[21]. For example, the authors of [8] applied BF to104

a DL cellular system and aimed for minimizing the resultant105

total transmission power, while simultaneously satisfying the106

per-user rate requirements. The authors of [19] instead choose107

to minimize the per-antenna transmission powers, while sat-108

isfying both the maximum per-antenna power constraints as109

well as the per-user signal-to-noise-plus-interference (SINR)110

requirements. Although there exists some literature studying111

the ESE of relay-aided MIMO systems [22], [23], these con-112

tributions typically focus their attention on a simple three-113

node network consisting of the source, the destination and a114

single RN.115

To summarize, there is a paucity of literature on the convex116

optimization approach to the ESEM problem associated with117

both resource allocation and joint transmit/receive beamform-118

ing in the context of multi-user multi-relay MIMO-OFDMA119

systems. Additionally, the Charnes-Cooper transformation [24]120

is employed in this paper for solving the associated ESEM121

problem, in contrast to the scalarization approach [25] that122

requires the weighting of multiple objectives. On the other123

hand, the Dinkelbach’s method [14], [17], [26], [27] is avoided124

as it would require solving a series of parametric convex125

problems, rather than the resultant single convex problem of the126

Charnes-Cooper transformation. Although the latter approach127

does impose an additional linear constraint on the problem, in128

our experience, this only marginally increases the complexity129

of the solution algorithm. The authors of [28] employed the130

Charnes-Cooper variable transformation for the ESEM of a131

simple point-to-point link. However, as far as we are aware, the132

Charnes-Cooper transformation has rarely been used in other133

contexts for solving the ESEM problem.134

Let us now summarize the above discussions and provide a 135
concise list of the novel contributions of this paper: 136

• We consider a generalized multi-user multi-relay as- 137
sisted MIMO-OFDMA cellular system model for the 138
SEM/ESEM problems. To provide some justification, 139
this system model accounts for both the direct links be- 140
tween the BS and the UEs, as well as the relaying links 141
employing the decode-and-forward (DF) relaying protocol 142
[29]. This system model is unlike that of [7], [8], which 143
did not consider relaying, and it is also distinct from that 144
of [22], [23], which only consider a single RN and a 145
single UE. Additionally, we dispense with the constraint 146
that the number of antennas at the BS needs to be greater 147
or equal to the sum of the number of antennas at the 148
UEs, which was assumed in [9]–[11]. Furthermore, this 149
system model is built upon our previous work [17] as the 150
network elements may now be equipped with an arbitrary 151
number of antennas for improving the system’s SE or ESE 152
performance. 153

• A sophisticated novel transmission protocol is proposed 154

for improving the system’s SE/ESE performance. Since 155
the multi-relay MIMO-OFDMA system model considered 156
has not been studied in the context of the SEM/ESEM 157

problems before, we develop a novel transmission protocol 158
that exploits spatial multiplexing in both transmission 159
phases while allowing both the direct and relaying links to 160
be simultaneously active. Although this protocol does not 161
benefit from a higher spatial degree of freedom than that of 162
the conventional half-duplex relay based cooperative sys- 163
tem, we glean more flexibility in choosing the best group 164
of channels for each transmission phase, which leads to 165
additional selection diversity. As a result, the achievable 166
SE/ESE performance may be improved. Again, this pro- 167
tocol is distinct from that presented in [7], [8], since re- 168
laying is not considered in those works. Another benefit is 169
that since spatial multiplexing is employed in conjunction 170
with OFDMA, multiple data streams may be served using 171
the same subcarrier block, while the transmit ZFBF is 172
employed for avoiding the interference. Furthermore, the 173
receive-BF matrices are designed with the aim of generat- 174
ing a number of SMCs that may be grouped for the purpose 175
of increasing the attainable spatial multiplexing gain. 176

• Two SMC grouping algorithms are proposed. To elabo- 177
rate, we present a pair of novel algorithms for grouping the 178
SMCs transmissions. The possibility of relayed transmis- 179
sions means that we have to partition each transmission 180
period into two halves, one consisting of BS-to-UE and 181
BS-to-RN links, and the other consisting of additional BS- 182
to-UE as well as RN-to-UE links. As a result, the SMC- 183
pairs of the two-hop relaying links are incomparable to the 184
SMCs of the direct links in either the first or the second 185
transmission phases. This is because, firstly the RNs are 186
subject to their individual maximum transmission power 187
constraints, and secondly they employ the DF protocol, 188
which means that the information conveyed on the RN- 189
to-UE link cannot be more than that conveyed on the 190
BS-to-RN link. These challenging issues are resolved 191
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by the proposed grouping algorithms. The first grouping192

algorithm is optimal in the sense that it is based on193

exhaustive search over all the SMC groupings that sat-194

isfy the semi-orthogonality criterion, while the second195

algorithm constitutes a lower-complexity alternative. This196

complexity-reduction is achieved by a multi-stage SMC197

group construction process. In each stage, we firstly com-198

pute the orthogonal components with respect to the vectors199

contained in the tentative SMC group to be constructed us-200

ing all the residual legitimate SMC vectors, and then insert201

the particular SMC vector that results in the orthogonal202

component having the highest norm into the SMC group to203

be constructed. In principle, this method is similar to that204

of [7], [8], but it has been appropriately adapted for the205

multi-relay cellular network considered under the above-206

mentioned particular constraints.207

• The problems of choosing the SE- or ESE-optimal208

SMC groupings and their associated power control val-209

ues are formulated and solved using convex optimiza-210

tion. In contrast to [8], [18]–[21], the crucial objective211

of maximizing the ESE metric is employed, as motivated212

above. On the other hand, in contrast to [14]–[16], we213

consider a system that allows for simultaneous direct and214

relayed transmissions for the sake of increasing the attain-215

able spatial multiplexing gain. Although there exist other216

methods of solving this ESEM problem [14], [17], [25],217

[27], we employ the Charnes-Cooper transformation [24]218

for obtaining the maximum ESE solution, as it exhibits219

a reduced complexity from having to solve only a single220

convex optimization problem.221

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II de-222

scribes the multi-relay MIMO-OFDMA cellular network con-223

sidered, while Section III characterizes our novel transmission224

protocol that allows for both direct and relaying links to be225

simultaneously and continuously activated. In Section IV, we226

elaborate on the aforementioned SMC grouping algorithms227

conceived for forming the sets of possible SMC transmission228

groups. The issue of finding the optimal SMC transmission229

groups and the optimal power control variables is then for-230

mulated as an optimization problem in Section V, which is231

then solved by using a number of variable transformations232

and relaxations. The performance of both our SMC grouping233

algorithms and of the SEM/ESEM solvers are characterized234

in Section VI. Finally, we present our conclusions and future235

research ideas in Section VII.236

II. SYSTEM MODEL237

We focus our attention on the DL of a multi-relay MIMO-238

OFDMA cellular network, as shown in Fig. 1. The BS,M DF-239

assisted RNs and K UEs are each equipped with NB , NR and240

NU antennas, respectively. The cellular system has access to241

N subcarrier blocks, each encompassing W Hertz of wireless242

bandwidth. The subcarrier blocks considered here are similar243

to the resource blocks in the LTE-nomenclature [30]. The BS244

is located at the cell-center, while the RNs are each located at a245

fixed distance from the BS and are evenly spaced around it. The246

Fig. 1. An example of a multi-relay MIMO-OFDMA cellular network, con-
taining a BS at the cell-center, 3 RNs and 15 UEs.

ratio of the distance between the BS and RNs to the cell radius 247
is denoted by Dr. On the other hand, the UEs are uniformly 248
distributed in the cell. The BS coordinates and synchronizes its 249
own transmissions with that of the RNs, which employ the DF 250
protocol and thus avoids the problem of noise amplification. As 251
it will be shown in Section V-C-1, this strategy results in a sim- 252
ple algorithm for finding the optimal power control variables. 253

For the subcarrier block n∈{1, . . . , N}, let us define the 254
complex-valued wireless channel matrices between the BS and 255
UE k∈{1, . . . ,K}, between the BS and RN m∈{1, . . . ,M}, 256
and between RN m and UE k as HBU

n,k ∈C
NU×NB , HBR

n,m∈ 257

C
NR×NB andHRU

n,m,k∈C
NU×NR , respectively. These complex- 258

valued channel matrices account for both the frequency-flat 259
Rayleigh fading and the path-loss between the corresponding 260
transceivers. The coherence bandwidth of each wireless link 261
is assumed to be sufficiently high, so that each individual 262
subcarrier block experiences frequency flat fading, although the 263
level of fading may vary from one subcarrier block to another in 264
each transmission period. Additionally, the transceivers are sta- 265
tionary or moving slowly enough so that the level of fading may 266
be assumed to be fixed for the duration of a scheduled trans- 267
mission period. Furthermore, the RAs are spaced sufficiently 268
far apart, so that each TA/RA pair experiences independent and 269
identically distributed (i.i.d.) fading. Since these channels are 270
slowly varying, the system is capable of exploiting the benefits 271
of channel reciprocity associated with time-division duplexing 272
(TDD), so that the CSI becomes available at each BS- and 273
RN-transmitter and at each possible RN- and UE-receiver. To 274
elaborate, HBU

n,k and HBR
n,m are known at the BS, HBR

n,m and 275
HRU

n,m,k are known at the RN m, while HBU
n,k and HRU

n,m,k are 276
also known at UE k. Additionally, through the use of dedicated 277
low-rate error-free feedback channels, HRU

n,m,k is also assumed 278
to be known at the BS so that the BS may perform network- 279
wide scheduling.2 These channel matrices are assumed to have 280

2In this paper, since our focus is on the resource allocation and the associated
SE/ESE optimization problems, the idealized simplifying assumption of the
availability of perfect CSI is employed. At the current stage, accounting for
erroneous CSI using, for example, robust optimization [31] is beyond the scope
of this paper and may be addressed in our future work.
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full row rank, which may be achieved with a high probability281

for typical DL wireless channel matrices.282

Furthermore, each receiver suffers from additive white283

Gaussian noise (AWGN) having a power spectral density ofN0.284

The maximum instantaneous transmission power available to285

the BS and to each RN due to regulatory and health-constraints286

is PB
max and PR

max, respectively. Since OFDMA modulation287

constitutes a linear operation, we focus our attention on a single288

subcarrier block and as usual, we employ the commonly-used289

equivalent baseband signal model.3290

III. TRANSMISSION PROTOCOL DESIGN291

The system can simultaneously use two transmission modes292

to convey information to the UEs, namely the BS-to-UE mode,293

and the relaying-based BS-to-RN and RN-to-UE mode. Note294

that although in classic OFDMA each data stream is orthogonal295

in frequency, for the sake of further improving the system’s296

attainable SE or ESE performance, our system employs spatial297

multiplexing in conjunction with ZFBF so that multiple data298

streams may be served using the same subcarrier block, without299

suffering from interference. Additionally, since the relaying-300

based transmission can be split into two phases, the design301

philosophy of the BF matrices in each phase are described302

separately, although for simplicity we have assumed that the303

respective channel matrices remain unchanged in both phases.304

Firstly, the definition of the semi-orthogonality criterion is305

given as follows [7].306

Definition 1: A pair of MISO channels, represented by the307

complex-valued column vectors v1 and v2, are said to be semi-308

orthogonal to each other with parameter α ∈ [0, 1], when309 ∣∣� (
vH
1 v2

)∣∣
‖v1‖‖v2‖ ≤ α. (1)

To be more specific, a measure of the grade of orthogonality310

between v1 and v2 is given by the left-hand side of inequality311

(1), which ranges from 0 for orthogonal vectors to 1 for linearly312

dependent vectors.313

The authors of [7] demonstrated that employing the ZFBF314

strategy for MISO channels that satisfy α → 0, while the num-315

ber of users obeys K → ∞, asymptotically achieves the DPC316

capacity, and it is therefore optimal for the BC channel. Similar317

principles are followed when maximizing the SE or ESE of the318

system considered in this paper.319

A. BF Design for the First Transmission Phase320

In the first transmission phase, only the BS is transmitting,321

while both the RNs and the UEs act as receivers. This is322

similar to the classic DLmulti-user MIMOmodel. As described323

above, our aim is 1) to design a ZFBF matrix for the BS324

to avoid interference between data streams, and 2) to design325

3Since the specific signal model expressions of each link is dependent on the
transmission protocol to be designed, they are not presented here but instead
detailed in Section III.

receive BF matrices for the UEs and RNs so that the resultant 326
effective DL channel matrices contain as many semi-orthogonal 327
rows as possible that satisfy (1) for a given α. Ideally, all 328
receivers (UEs and RNs) should jointly compute4 their receive 329
BF matrices to accomplish the second goal. However, this 330
is generally impossible, since we cannot realistically assume 331
that the channel matrices associated with each UE and RN 332

are shared among them, due to the geographically-distributed 333
nature of the UEs and RNs. As a compromise, we opt for 334
guaranteeing that each individual effective DL channel matrix 335
contains locally orthogonal rows by employing the SVD [7], 336
[8]. Although these locally orthogonal rows may not remain 337
orthogonal globally, they can be characterized using the semi- 338
orthogonality metric of (1). 339

Bearing this in mind, the channel matrices of all DL 340
transmissions originating from the BS are decomposed at 341
the BS, UEs and RNs using the SVD [32] as HBU

n,k = 342

UBU
n,kS

BU
n,k (V

BU
n,k )

H
and HBR

n,m = UBR
n,mSBR

n,m(VBR
n,m)

H
, respec- 343

tively. Thus, the receive-BF matrices for UE k and RN m 344

are given by RBU,T1

n,k = (UBU
n,k )

H ∈ C
NU×NU and RBR,T1

n,m = 345

(UBR
n,m)

H ∈ C
NR×NR , and the effective DL channel matrices 346

are then given5 byHBU,T1

n,k = RBU,T1

n,k HBU
n,k = SBU

n,k (V
BU
n,k )

H ∈ 347

C
NU×NB and HBR,T1

n,m = RBR,T1
n,m HBR

n,m = SBR
n,m(VBR

n,m)
H ∈ 348

C
NR×NB , respectively. SinceVBU

n,k andV
BR
n,m are both unitary, 349

while SBU
n,k and S

BR
n,m are both real and diagonal, these effective 350

DL channel matrices respectively consist ofmin(NB , NU ) and 351
min(NB , NR) orthogonal non-zero rows6 with norms equal 352
to their corresponding singular values. We refer to these non- 353
zero orthogonal rows as the SMCs of their associated MIMO 354

channel matrix.7 The K BS-to-UE MIMO channel matri- 355
ces and M BS-to-RN channel matrices generate a total of 356
[K ·min(NB , NU ) +M ·min(NB , NR)] SMCs. Since these 357
SMCs are generated from independent MIMO channel matri- 358
ces associated with geographically distributed UEs and RNs, 359
they are not all guaranteed to be orthogonal to each other. 360
Furthermore, since each UE or RN has multiple antennas and 361
NB might not be sufficiently large to simultaneously support 362
all UEs and RNs, we have to determine which specific SMCs 363
should be served. As a result, for each two-phase transmis- 364
sion period, we opt for selecting a SMC group accounting 365
for both phases from the set of available SMC groups. This 366
selection process is achieved by jointly using the SMC group- 367
ing algorithm and solving the optimization problem detailed 368
below. For the sake of clarity, the concepts of the SMC, of 369
the SMC group and of the set of SMC groups are illustrated 370
in Fig. 2. 371

To elaborate a little further, a set of SMC groups, Gn, 372
which is associated with subcarrier block n, may be obtained 373

4The joint computation is required only for attaining the highest number of
semi-orthogonal rows globally.
5Note that T1 is used for indicating the first transmission phase, and

underline is used to denote the effective DL channel matrices.
6The reason why we usemin(NB , NU ) andmin(NB , NR), instead ofNU

and NR, is so that the antenna configuration NB ≤ NU and/or NB ≤ NR is
also covered.
7Note that only whenNB ≥ NU andNB ≥ NR, a single SMC is generated

for each receive antenna.
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Fig. 2. A conceptual illustration of the differences between SMCs, SMC
groups and a set of SMC groups.

using one of the grouping algorithms presented in Section IV.374

The BS selects a single group, j∈Gn, containing (but not375

limited to)8 QT1
j SMCs out of the [K ·min(NB , NU )+M ·376

min(NB , NR)] available SMCs to be supported by using377

ZFBF. Thus, we have QT1
j ≤min[NB ,K ·min(NB , NU )+M ·378

min(NB , NR)] and a multiplexing gain of Q
T1
j is achieved.379

Let us denote the refined effective DL channel matrix with380

rows being the QT1
j selected SMCs as HT1

n,j ∈C
Q

T1
j

×NB . The381

ZFBF transmit matrix applied at the BS to subcarrier block n382

is then given by the following right inverse TT1
n,j=(HT1

n,j)
H ·383

[HT1
n,j(H

T1
n,j)

H
]
−1∈C

NB×Q
T1
j . Since HT1

n,jT
T1
n,j=INB

, the384

potential interference between the QT1
j selected SMCs is com-385

pletely avoided. Furthermore, the columns of TT1
n,j are normal-386

ized by multiplying the diagonal matrixWT1
n,j on the right-hand387

side of TT1
n,j to ensure that each SMC transmission is initially388

set to unit power.9389

Then, TT1
n,jW

T1
n,j is used as the DL transmit-BF matrix390

for the BS in the first phase. Thus, the effective channel-391

to-noise ratios (CNRs) in the first transmission phase can392

be written as GBU,T1

n,j,e1
= |wBU,T1

n,j,e1
|2/ΔγN0W and GBR,T1

n,j,e =393

|wBR,T1

n,j,e |2/ΔγN0W , respectively, where wBU,T1

n,j,e1
and wBR,T1

n,j,e394

are the diagonal elements in WT1
n,j . More specifically, these395

diagonal elements correspond to SMC group j and sub-396

carrier block n, and they are associated with either a di-397

rect BS-to-UE SMC or a BS-to-RN SMC. The additional398

subscripts e1 ∈ {0, . . . ,min[NB ,K ·min(NB , NU )]} and e ∈399

{0, . . . ,min[NB ,M ·min(NB , NR),K ·min(NR, NU )]} are400

used for distinguishing the multiple selected SMCs of the401

direct links (i.e. those related to UEs), from the multiple se-402

lected SMC-pairs10 that may be associated with a particular403

RN M(e), respectively. Note that M(e) is a function of e,404

representing the RN index (similar tom used before) associated405

with the SMC-pair e, as further detailed in Section IV.406

8The SMC group selection, as a part of the scheduling operation, is carried
out at the BS before initiating the first transmission phase. Hence, the selected
SMC group will also contain QT2

j SMCs selected by the BS for the second
transmission phase, as detailed in Section III-B.
9Each diagonal element of WT1

n,j is equal to the reciprocal of the norm of
the column vector to be normalized.
10A single SMC-pair consists of a SMC for the first phase and another for

the second phase. Although these SMCs are generated separately in each phase,
the SMC-pair associated with a common RN has to be considered as a single
entity in the SMC grouping algorithms presented in Section IV.

At a given bit-error rate (BER) requirement, Δγ is the 407
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gap between the lower-bound SNR 408

required for achieving the discrete-input–continuous-output 409
memoryless channel (DCMC) capacity and the actual higher 410
SNR required by the modulation/coding schemes of the practi- 411
cal physical layer transceivers employed. For example, making 412
the simplifying assumption that idealized transceivers capable 413
of achieving exactly the DCMC capacity are employed, then 414
Δγ = 0 dB. Although, strictly speaking, so far it is not possible 415
to operate exactly at the DCMC channel capacity, there does 416
exist several physical layer transceiver designs that operate very 417
close to it [33]. Furthermore, the noise power received on each 418
subcarrier block is given by N0W . 419

B. BF Design in the Second Transmission Phase 420

The second transmission phase may be characterized by 421
the MIMO interference channel. A similar methodology is 422
employed in the second transmission phase, except that now 423

both the BS and the RNs are transmitters, while a number of 424
UEs are receiving. In this phase, our aim is 1) to design ZFBF 425
matrices for the BS and RNs to avoid interference between 426
data streams, 2) and to design a receive-BF matrix for each UE 427
so that the effective channel matrices associated with each of 428
its transmitters contain rows which satisfy the semi-orthogonal 429
condition (1) for a given α. This means that more data streams 430
may be served simultaneously, thus improving the attainable 431
SE or ESE performance. Since there are multiple distributed 432
transmitters/MIMO channel matrices associated with each UE, 433
the SVDmethod described in Section III-A, which is performed 434
in a centralized fashion, cannot be readily applied at the 435
transmitter side. Instead, we aim for minimizing the resultant 436
correlation between the generated SMCs, thus increasing the 437
number of SMCs which satisfy (1) for a given α. To accomplish 438
this goal, we begin by introducing the shorthand of HBU,T2

n,k = 439

RU,T2

n,k HBU
n,k ∈C

NU×NB and HRU,T2

n,m,k =RU,T2

n,k HRU
n,m,k∈C

NU×NR 440

as the effective channel matrices between the BS and UE k, 441
and between RNm and UE k, respectively, on subcarrier block 442
n in the second transmission phase, where RU,T2

n,k ∈C
NU×NU 443

is the yet-to-be-determined UE k’s receive-BF matrix. In light 444
of the preceding discussions, one of our aims is to design 445
RU,T2

n,k so that the off-diagonal values of the matrices given by 446

A0 = HBU,T2

n,k (HBU,T2

n,k )
H
=RU,T2

n,k HBU
n,k (H

BU
n,k )

H
(RU,T2

n,k )
H
and 447

Am=HRU,T2

n,m,k (H
RU,T2

n,m,k)
H
=RU,T2

n,k HRU
n,m,k(H

RU
n,m,k)

H
(RU,T2

n,k )
H
, 448

∀m are as small as possible. This design goal may be for- 449
malized as 450

min .
R

U,T2
n,k

∥∥∥∥HBU
n,k

(
HBU

n,k

)H −
(
RU,T2

n,k

)−1

Λ0

(
RU,T2

n,k

)−H
∥∥∥∥2
F

+
M∑

m=1

∥∥∥HRU
n,m,k

(
HRU

n,m,k

)H
−
(
RU,T2

n,k

)−1

Λm

(
RU,T2

n,k

)−H
∥∥∥∥2
F

, (2)
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Fig. 3. A conceptual schematic of the transmit- and receive-BF matrices employed in the first and second transmission phases. In the first phase, the BS employs
its ZFBF matrix to serve multiple data streams without interference. In the second phase, the BS and RNs employ separate ZFBF matrices to distributively avoid
interference between the data streams being served.

where Λ0 and Λm are diagonal matrices containing the451

diagonal elements of A0 and Am, respectively. Therefore,452

(RU,T2

n,k )
−1

is the jointly diagonalizing matrix [34], while453

HBU
n,k (H

BU
n,k )

H
and HRU

n,m,k(H
RU
n,m,k)

H
, ∀m are the matrices454

to be diagonalized. Thus, the algorithm presented in [34] for455

solving11 (2) may be invoked at UE k for obtaining RU,T2

n,k ,456

which may be further fed back to the BS and RNs. Hence, the457

BS and RNs do not have to shareHBU
n,k orH

RU
n,k via the wireless458

channel and do not have to solve (2) again. As a result, we459

accomplish the goal of creating effective channel matrices that460

contain rows aiming to satisfy (1). Additionally, the columns461

of RU,T2

n,k have been normalized so that the power assigned for462

each SMC remains unaffected.463

After obtaining the receive-BF matrix, the SMCs of the464

transmissions to UE k on subcarrier block n are given by the465

non-zero rows of the effective channel matrices HBU,T2

n,k and466

HRU,T2

n,m,k , ∀m. Since the BS and the RNs act as distributed467

broadcasters in the second phase, they are only capable of468

employing separate ZFBF transmit matrices to ensure that469

none of them imposes interference on the SMCs it does not470

explicitly intend to serve. By employing one of the grouping471

algorithms described in Section IV, the BS schedules12 QT2
j ≤472

min[min(NB , NR),
∑K

i=1 L
B
i +LR

i ] SMCs to serve simultane-473

ously in the second phase, where LB
i and LR

i represent the474

number of SMCs of UE i served by the BS and by RNs in475

this phase, respectively, where we have LB
i +LR

i ≤NU , LB
i ≤476

min(NB , NU ), and LR
i ≤min(NR, NU ). Note that since UE i477

may be simultaneously served both by the BS and by a RN478

(each of them serves a fraction of UE i’s SMCs), it is possible479

11In fact, when there are only two matrices to diagonalize, sayA0 andA1,
the diagonalizing matrix may be obtained from the eigenvectors ofA0(A1)−1

[35]. This diagonalizing matrix is able to fully diagonalize bothA0 andA1.
12To elaborate a little further, when computing its ZFBF transmit matrix,

each transmitter (either the BS or a RN) must take into account an auxiliary
SMC, which is also selected from the legitimate SMC candidates and is
required for nulling the interference that this particular transmitter imposes on
each selected information-bearing SMC of the other transmitters. Furthermore,
each auxiliary SMC is employed by its corresponding transmitter to transmit
several additional zeros that are padded to the normal data symbols. As a
beneficial result, no interference is received at each UE from the transmitter
that does not serve this particular UE. For more details of the SMC-based
transmission in the second phase, please refer to Algorithm 1 described in
Section IV-A.

that the summation of the respective number of UEs served13 480
by the BS and by RNs may be higher than K. Let us denote 481
the refined effective DL channel matrices, from the perspectives 482
of the BS and RN m, consisting of the QT2

j selected SMCs as 483

HB,T2

n,j ∈C
Q

T2
j

×NB andHR,T2

n,j,m∈C
Q

T2
j

×NR , respectively. Since 484
these are known to each transmitter, they may employ ZFBF 485
transmit matrices in the second phase, given by the right 486

inverses TB,T2

n,j =(HB,T2

n,j )
H ·[HB,T2

n,j (HB,T2

n,j )
H
]
−1

∈C
NB×Q

T2
j 487

for the BS, and TR,T2

n,j,m = (HR,T2

n,j,m)
H ·[HR,T2

n,j,m(HR,T2

n,j,m)
H
]
−1

∈ 488

C
NR×Q

T2
j for RN m. Similar to the first transmission phase, 489

these ZFBF transmit matrices are normalized byWBU,T2

n,j and 490

WRU,T2

n,j,m , respectively, to ensure that each SMC transmission 491
is initially set to unit power. Upon obtaining the selected 492
SMCs, we denote the effective CNRs in the second trans- 493
mission phase asGBU,T2

n,j,e2
= |wBU,T2

n,j,e2
|2/ΔγN0W andGRU,T2

n,j,e = 494

|wRU,T2

n,j,e |2/ΔγN0W , where wBU,T2

n,j,e2
and wRU,T2

n,j,e are the diago- 495

nal elements inWBU,T2

n,j andWRU,T2

n,j,M(e), respectively, and the 496
subscript M(e) has been defined in Section III-A. To elabo- 497
rate, for a second-phase BS-to-UE link, wBU,T2

n,j,e2
corresponds 498

to SMC group j and subcarrier block n, while the subscript 499
e2 ∈ {0, . . . ,min[NB ,K ·min(NB , NU )]} is employed for fur- 500
ther distinguishing the multiple selected SMCs associated with 501
UEs from the BS. Similarly, wRU,T2

n,j,e , which also corresponds 502
to SMC group j and subcarrier block n, is associated with 503
the second-phase RN-to-UE link between RN M(e) and the 504
particular UE of SMC-pair e. 505

For more explicit clarity, a schematic of the transmit and re- 506
ceive beamforming matrices in the first and second transmission 507
phases is presented in Fig. 3. 508

C. Achievable Spectral Efficiency and Energy 509

Spectral Efficiency 510

For the sake of convenience, let us first denote the transmit 511
power allocation policy as P , which is a set composed by all 512
transmit power control variables invoked at the BS and/or RNs 513

13If at least one SMC of a UE is served by the BS (or a RN), we say that this
UE is served by the BS (or the RN).
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in both transmission phases. Since receive-BF is employed in514

conjunction with ZFBF, each SMC transmission may be viewed515

as a single-input–single-output (SISO) link. Therefore, on the516

direct links, the receiver’s SNR at UE k corresponding to SMCs517

e1 and e2 may be expressed as Γ
BU,T1

n,j,e1
(P) = GBU,T1

n,j,e1
PBU,T1

n,j,e1
518

and ΓBU,T2

n,j,e2
(P) = GBU,T2

n,j,e2
PBU,T2

n,j,e2
for the first and second519

transmission phases, respectively. The scalar variables PBU,T1

n,j,e1
520

and PBU,T2

n,j,e2
, which are elements of P , determine the transmit521

power values for SMCs e1 and e2 on the direct links. As a result,522

the achievable instantaneous SE of the direct links is given by523

CBU,T1

n,j,e1
(P) = (1/2) log2(1 + ΓBU,T1

n,j,e1
(P)) and CBU,T2

n,j,e2
(P) =524

(1/2) log2(1 + ΓBU,T2

n,j,e2
(P)), which are normalized both by525

time and by frequency to give units of [bits/sec/Hz]. The factor526

of 1/2 accounts for the fact that the transmission period is split527

into two phases.528

Similarly, for the SMC-pair e of the DF relaying links, the529

SNR at RN M(e) in the first transmission phase is given530

by ΓBR,T1

n,j,e (P) = GBR,T1

n,j,e PBR,T1

n,j,e and the SNR at UE k in531

the second transmission phase is formulated as ΓRU,T2

n,j,e (P) =532

GRU,T2

n,j,e PRU,T2

n,j,e . Additionally, PBR,T1

n,j,e and PRU,T2

n,j,e are also533

elements of P . Since the RNs employ the DF protocol, the534

achievable SE is limited by the weaker of the two RN-related535

links [29] and is given by CBRU
n,j,e (P) = min[(1/2) log2(1 +536

ΓBR,T1

n,j,e (P)),(1/2) log2(1 + ΓRU,T2

n,j,e (P))].537

Let us now introduce the SMC group selection variable538

sn,j ∈ {0, 1}, which indicates that SMC group j, as introduced539

in Sections III-A and III-B, is selected for subcarrier block540

n, when sn,j = 1, and sn,j = 0 otherwise. All SMC group541

selection variables are scalars and are collected into a set542

denoted by S . Once again, we emphasize that Gn denotes the543

set of possible SMC groups for subcarrier block n. Thus, the544

total achieved SE is given by (3) (see equation at the bottom of545

the page), where En,j is the set of SMCs in the selected group j546

on subcarrier block n.547

In this work, we adopt the energy dissipation model pre-548

sented in [36], where the total energy dissipation of the system549

is assumed to be dependent on several factors, including the550

number of TAs, the energy dissipation of the RF and baseband551

circuits, and the efficiencies of the power amplifier, feeder552

cables, cooling system, mains power supply, and converters.553

For the sake of simplicity, the total energy dissipation as554

presented in [36] has been partitioned into a fixed term, and555

a term that varies with the transmission powers. Thus, the 556
energy dissipation of the system may be characterized by (4) 557
(see equation at the bottom of the page), where PB

C and PR
C 558

represent the fixed energy dissipation of each BS and each RN, 559
respectively, while ξB > 1 and ξR > 1 are the energy dissipa- 560
tion multipliers of the transmit powers for the BS and the RNs, 561
respectively. The effect of multiple transmit antennas on the 562
total energy dissipation has been included in the terms PB

C , P
R
C , 563

ξB , and ξR. 564

Finally, the ESE of the system is expressed as 565

ηE(P,S) = CT (P,S)
PT (P,S) . (5)

The objective of this paper is to maximize (5) by appropriately 566
optimizing P and S . 567

IV. SEMI-ORTHOGONAL GROUPING ALGORITHMS 568

As described in Section II, the BS has to choose QT1
j and 569

QT2
j SMCs for the first and second transmission phases, re- 570

spectively. These selected SMCs collectively form the SMC 571

group j. Since the system supports both direct and relaying 572
links, the grouping algorithms described in [7], [8], which were 573
designed for MIMO systems dispensing with relays, may not be 574
directly applied. Instead, we propose a pair of viable grouping 575
algorithms, namely the exhaustive search-based grouping algo- 576
rithm (ESGA), and the orthogonal component-based grouping 577
algorithm (OCGA). 578

Note that because there are multiple distributed transmit- 579
ters in the second transmission phase, each UE designs its 580
receive-BF matrix by jointly considering all the MIMO chan- 581
nel matrices associated with it, as described in Section III-B. 582
However, before applying this method, we have to determine 583
which particular transmitters (out of the BS and RNs) should 584
actively transmit in the second transmission phase based on the 585
results of SMC selection. Note that it is possible that the SMC 586

candidates obtained may lead to higher effective CNRs when 587
a subset of the transmitters are inactive. On the one hand, an 588
additional effect of only activating a subset of transmitters is the 589
reduced number of SMC candidates, which might in turn result 590
in a reduced number of qualified SMCs that satisfy the semi- 591
orthogonality criterion considered. As a result, the achievable 592
spatial multiplexing gain and SE might be degraded. On the 593

CT (P,S) =
N∑

n=1

∑
j∈Gn

sn,j

⎡⎣ ∑
e1∈En,j

CBU,T1

n,j,e1
(P) +

∑
e2∈En,j

CBU,T2

n,j,e2
(P) +

∑
e∈En,j

CBRU
n,j,e (P)

⎤⎦ (3)

PT (P,S)=(
PB
C +M ·PR

C

)
+
1

2

N∑
n=1

∑
j∈Gn

sn,j×
⎡⎣ξB

⎛⎝ ∑
e1∈En,j

PBU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e2∈En,j

PBU,T2

n,j,e2

⎞⎠+
∑

e∈En,j

(
ξBPBR,T1

n,j,e + ξRPRU,T2

n,j,e

)⎤⎦ (4)
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other hand, this SE-reduction effect may be counteracted by594

the improved CNRs gleaned from the fact that it is easier to595

generate SMCs that can satisfy a stricter semi-orthogonality596

criterion, specified by a smaller value of α, when the number597

of transmitters is lower. For example, in the scenarios where598

only one or two active transmitters are selected, the UEs can599

employ receive-BF matrices that create effective DL channel600

matrices containing completely orthogonal rows by using the601

SVD or the exact diagonalization method (see Footnote 11),602

respectively. To account for this dilemma, for the second trans-603

mission phase, the proposed grouping algorithms evaluate a full604

list of SMCs, which consists of the SMCs obtained from the605

2M+1 − 1 possible combinations of active transmitters (the BS606

and M RNs, while ignoring the case when there are no active607

transmitters). Compared to using a smaller list of SMCs, using608

a full list of SMCs ensures that achieving a lower-bound SE609

is always guaranteed, while a higher SE can only be obtained610

upon increasing the number of transmitters in the system.611

A. SMC Checking Algorithm612

Both grouping algorithms must evaluate a particular SMC613

before it may be included into the SMC group to be generated.614

This evaluation process is depicted in Algorithm 1. More615

specifically, the algorithm identifies the transmitters associated616

with each SMC of the current SMC group, denoted by En,j ,617

in lines 7 to 17. The transmitter associated with the candidate618

SMC, ec, is identified in lines 18 to 28. Additionally, as briefly619

pointed out in Footnote 12, for an active transmitter, if the620

candidate SMC is associated with a transmission in the second621

phase, then the auxiliary SMCs, e∅ and e∅m, are included for622

the other active transmitters in lines 23, 26 and 27, to ensure623

that these potentially interfering transmitters do not impose624

interference on the candidate SMC.14 Note that e∅ and e∅m625

represent auxiliary SMCs invoked by the BS and RNs, respec-626

tively. Having determined the transmitters associated with the627

SMCs, the algorithm checks that the SMCs associated with the628

same transmitter satisfy the semi-orthogonality criterion of (1)629

having parameter α in lines 20, 29, and 30. Furthermore, the630

algorithm ensures that the inclusion of the candidate SMC does631

not force any of the transmitters to transmit over its maximum632

number of transmit dimensions, as depicted in lines 29 and 30.633

Meanwhile, each UE should not receive more than its maxi-634

mum number of receive dimensions, which is accomplished in635

lines 12, 32, and 33. Finally, the maximum achievable spatial636

multiplexing gain should not be exceeded in either the first or637

second phase, which is ensured by lines 35 and 36. If all of these638

checks are successful, the algorithm exits with a true condition639

in line 37.640

14For distributed transmitters encountered in the second transmission phase,
it is not feasible to design a single ZFBF transmit matrix as we did for the BS
in the first transmission phase. For the second transmission phase, whenNB ≤
NU and NR ≤ NU , each SMC is associated with a single receive antenna.
Consider this case as an example, when the BS is transmitting on a SMC to a
particular receive antenna of a UE, an active RN may be transmitting zeros on
an auxiliary SMC, which is also selected from the legitimate SMC candidates,
to the same receive antenna of that UE. As a beneficial result of this strategy, for
each transmitter, the interference imposed by other active transmitters is nulled.

B. ESGA and OCGA 641

We present our first grouping method in Algorithm 2. Simply 642
put, the ESGA recursively creates new SMC groups by exhaus- 643
tively searching through all the possible combinations of SMCs 644
and including those that pass the SMC checking algorithm. 645
To elaborate, in the loop ranging from line 3 to line 9, the 646
algorithm searches through all the possible SMCs associated 647
with subcarrier block n, which are collectively denoted by En 648
and satisfy ec ∈ En. The specific SMCs that satisfy the checks 649
performed in line 4 are appended to the current SMC group in 650
line 5, and the resultant updated SMC group E′

n,j′ is appended 651
to the set of SMC groups obtained for subcarrier block n in line 652
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6. Additionally, E′
n,j′ is used recursively in line 7 for filling this653

group and for forming new groups. The computational com-654

plexity of ESGA is dependent on the number of SMCs which655

are semi-orthogonal to each other. The worst-case complexity656

is obtained when every SMC satisfies the checks performed in657

line 4, leading to a time-complexity (in terms of the number of658

SMC groups generated) upper-bounded (not necessarily tight)659

by O(
∑N

n=1 |En|θ), where660

θ = min [NB ,K ·min(NB , NU ) +M ·min(NB , NR)]

+min

[
min(NB , NR),

K∑
i=1

LB
i + LR

i

]
. (6)

In other words, each subcarrier block may be treated indepen-661

dently. For each subcarrier block, |En| SMCs must be checked662

until the maximum multiplexing gain in both the first and663

second phases has been attained.664

The second algorithm, OCGA, is presented in Algorithm 3,665

which aims to be a lower complexity alternative to ESGA. The666

OCGA commences by creating a SMC candidate set Ec, whose667

elements satisfy the checks performed in Algorithm 1, in lines 4668

to 6. More specifically, if the current SMC group En,j is empty,669

the algorithm can simply create a new SMC group containing670

only the candidate SMC that has passed the SMC checks of671

Algorithm 1 in lines 7 to 10. If the SMC group is not empty, the672

algorithm adds to it the particular SMC candidate that results673

in the highest norm of the orthogonal component (NOC), via674

the Gram-Schmidt procedure [7], [8], in line 20. This process675

is repeated until the maximum multiplexing gain in both the676

first and second phases has been attained. When comparing677

the NOCs obtained for the relaying links, the minimum of the678

NOCs obtained from the BS-to-RN and RN-to-UE SMCs is679

used. This is because the information conveyed on the relaying680

link is limited by the weaker of the two transmissions, which681

is reflected in the effective channel gains quantified by these682

norms. If no SMCs satisfy the checks of line 6, the current683

SMC group is complete, and it is appended to the current set of684

SMC groups in line 18. Since new groups are only created when685

the current SMC group is empty, this algorithm results in much686

fewer groups than ESGA. The algorithmic time-complexity is 687
given by O(

∑N
n=1 |En|) as a single group is created for each 688

initially-selected SMC. 689

Both grouping algorithms may be initialized with an empty 690
SMC group, En,j ← {}, and an empty set of SMC groups, 691
Gn ← {}, so that they recursively create and fill SMC groups 692
according to their criteria. Additionally, a final step is per- 693
formed to remove the specific groups, which result in effective 694
channel gains that are less than or equal to that of another group, 695
while having the same transmitters. Therefore, this final step 696
does not reduce the attainable SE or ESE, but reduces the num- 697
ber of possible groups, thus alleviating the computational com- 698
plexity imposed by the optimization algorithms of Section V-C. 699

V. SEM/ESEM PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION 700

Having obtained the set of SMC groups Gn for each subcar- 701
rier block n, in this section our aim is to find the optimum power 702
variables contained in P and optimum SMC-group selection 703
variables contained in S , so that (5) is maximized. We com- 704
mence by formulating the problem of maximizing the SE of the 705
system as (7)–(13) (see equation at the bottom of the next page). 706
To elaborate, (7) represents the sum SE of the system, which 707

is formulated in more detail as (3). The constraints (9)–(11) 708
ensure that the maximum instantaneous transmission power 709
constraint is never exceeded in either of the two transmission 710
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phases for the BS and the RNs, while the constraints (8) and711

(12) ensure that only a single SMC group is selected for each712

subcarrier block. Finally, (13) restricts the power variables to713

be non-negative.714

A. Relaxed SEM Problem715

Although the constraint (13) is affine (hence convex) in716

the optimization variables contained in P , (8)–(11) are non-717

convex [32], because (12) imposes a binary constraint on the718

problem. Furthermore, the objective function given by (7) is719

not concave, since it is dependent on the binary variables given720

by S . Thus, (7)–(13) may be classified as a mixed-integer non-721

linear programming (MINLP) problem, which may be solved722

using branch-and-bound methods [37]. However, these meth-723

ods typically incur a computational complexity that increases724

exponentially in the number of discrete variables, which is725

undesirable for practical implementations. To circumvent this726

initial setback, we introduce the following auxiliary variables727

P̃BU,T1

n,j,e1
=PBU,T1

n,j,e1
s̃n,j , ∀n, j, e1, (14)

P̃BR,T1

n,j,e =PBR,T1

n,j,e s̃n,j , ∀n, j, e, (15)

P̃BU,T2

n,j,e2
=PBU,T2

n,j,e2
s̃n,j , ∀n, j, e2, (16)

P̃RU,T2

n,j,e =PRU,T2

n,j,e s̃n,j , ∀n, j, e, (17)

C̃BU,T1

n,j,e1
, C̃BU,T2

n,j,e2
and C̃BRU

n,j,e , ∀n, j, e1, e2, e, (18)

where we have relaxed15 the binary constraint of (12) to give728

0 ≤ s̃n,j ≤ 1, ∀n, j (19)

15In [38], such a relaxation results in a time-sharing solution regarding each
subcarrier. In this work, this relaxation may be viewed as time-sharing of
each subcarrier block, as multiple SMC groups can then occupy a fraction
of each subcarrier block in time. Naturally, the relaxation means that we do
not accurately solve the original problem of (7)–(13). However, as shown in
[17], [21], [27], the solution to the original problem is still obtained with high
probability when using the dual decomposition method on the relaxed problem
(as in this work) as the number of subcarriers tends to infinity. It was shown
that 8 subcarriers is sufficient for this to be true in the context of [39], while we
have shown that 2 subcarriers is sufficient in the context of [17].

so that we may write (7)–(13) in the hypograph problem [32] 729
form given by (20)–(30),16 (see equation at the bottom of the 730
page), where C̃, P̃ and S̃ indicate the variable-sets containing 731
their associated auxiliary variables. 732

It can be seen that the objective function of (7) has been 733
replaced by (20) using the auxiliary rate variables given in 734
(18), and by introducing the hypograph constraints (21)–(24).17 735
These additional constraints ensure that the feasible auxiliary 736
rate variables do not exceed their counterparts calculated on 737
each link before using relaxation. As a result, the sum rate given 738
by (20) invoking the feasible auxiliary rate variables does not 739
exceed the sum rate given by (3) either. 740

As our next step, we prove that the problem described by 741
(20)–(30) is a concave programming problem. Clearly, (20) is 742
affine, hence concave, while (25)–(30) are all affine, and hence 743
convex. Therefore, what remains is to show that constraints 744
(21)–(24) are convex as well. These remaining constraints may 745
be written in the form of 746

C − s

2
log2

(
1 +

GP

s

)
≤ 0, (31)

where s, P and C are the decision variables. It may be 747
readily verified that (1 +GP ) is affine and hence concave. 748
Thus, log2(1 +GP ) is concave, since log2(·) is concave 749
and non-decreasing as a function of its argument. The func- 750
tion s log2(1 + (GP/s)) is a perspective transformation18 [32] 751

16Writing the original optimization problem in the hypograph form of
(20)–(30) means that minimum per-link or system-wide SE constraints may be
readily introduced. However, minimum SE constraints are not considered in this
paper as our goal is to find the maximum SE/ESE solutions, which may not be
equivalent to the solutions obtained when satisfying minimum SE constraints.
17Note that obtaining separate constraints for the first- and second-phase

power control variables associated with the relayed transmission is made
possible using the DF protocol. This then allowed us to readily derive the
optimal power control variables as the decoupled water-filling solutions in
Section V-C.1.
18Strictly speaking, the perspective transformation also requires that s > 0.

However, convexity is also preserved for the situation when s = 0 as proven
in [40].

maximize
P,S

CT (P,S) (7)

subject to
∑
j∈Gn

sn,j ≤ 1, ∀n, (8)

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

sn,j

⎡⎣ ∑
e1∈En,j

PBU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e∈En,j

PBR,T1

n,j,e

⎤⎦ ≤ PB
max, (9)

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

sn,j
∑

e2∈En,j

PBU,T2

n,j,e2
≤ PB

max, (10)

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

sn,j
∑

e∈En,j
M(e)=m

PRU,T2

n,j,e ≤ PR
max, ∀m, (11)

sn,j ∈ {0, 1} , ∀n, j, (12)

PBU,T1

n,j,e1
, PBR,T1

n,j,e , PBU,T2

n,j,e2
, PRU,T2

n,j,e ≥ 0, ∀n, j, e1, e2, e (13)
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of log2(1 +GP ), which preserves concavity. Finally, C −752

(s/2) log2(1 + (GP/s)) is convex, since it is the sum of two753

convex functions. Since (31) is convex, it is clear that con-754

straints (21)–(24) are convex, and so (20)–(30) is a concave755

programming problem, whose solution algorithm is presented756

in Section V-C.757

B. ESEM Problem758

The ESE objective function, given by (32) (see equation at759

the bottom of the page), is formed by dividing the objective760

function (20) by PT (P̃, S̃), which is obtained by substituting761

(14)–(17) into (4) and introducing the relaxed variables s̃n,j .762

The objective function (32) is a linear-fractional function,763

since it is a ratio of two affine functions. Thus the ESEM prob-764

lem can be solved using the Charnes-Cooper transformation of 765
[24], as given by 766

ĈBU,T1

n,j,e1
= C̃BU,T1

n,j,e1
t, ∀n, j, e1, (33)

ĈBU,T2

n,j,e2
= C̃BU,T2

n,j,e2
t, ∀n, j, e2, (34)

ĈBRU
n,j,,e = C̃BRU

n,j,e t, ∀n, j, e, (35)

P̂BU,T1

n,j,e1
= P̃BU,T1

n,j,e1
t, ∀n, j, e1, (36)

P̂BU,T2

n,j,e2
= P̃BU,T2

n,j,e2
t, ∀n, j, e2, (37)

P̂BR,T1

n,j,e = P̃BR,T1

n,j,e t, ∀n, j, e, (38)

P̂RU,T2

n,j,e = P̃RU,T2

n,j,e t, ∀n, j, e, (39)

ŝn,j = s̃n,jt, ∀n, j, (40)

maximize
C̃,P̃,S̃

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

⎡⎣ ∑
e1∈En,j

C̃BU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e2∈En,j

C̃BU,T2

n,j,e2

⎤⎦+

⎡⎣ ∑
e∈En,j

C̃BRU
n,j,e

⎤⎦ (20)

subject to
s̃n,j
2

log2

(
1 +

GBU,T1

n,j,e1
P̃BU,T1

n,j,e1

s̃n,j

)
≥ C̃BU,T1

n,j,e1
, ∀n, j, e1, (21)

s̃n,j
2

log2

(
1 +

GBU,T2

n,j,e2
P̃BU,T2

n,j,e2

s̃n,j

)
≥ C̃BU,T2

n,j,e2
, ∀n, j, e2, (22)

s̃n,j
2

log2

(
1 +

GBR,T1

n,j,e P̃BR,T1

n,j,e

s̃n,j

)
≥ C̃BRU

n,j,e , ∀n, j, e, (23)

s̃n,j
2

log2

(
1 +

GRU,T2

n,j,e P̃RU,T2

n,j,e

s̃n,j

)
≥ C̃BRU

n,j,e , ∀n, j, e, (24)∑
j∈Gn

s̃n,j ≤ 1, ∀n, (25)

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

⎡⎣ ∑
e1∈En,j

P̃BU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e∈En,j

P̃BR,T1

n,j,e

⎤⎦ ≤ PB
max, (26)

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

∑
e2∈En,j

P̃BU,T2

n,j,e2
≤ PB

max, (27)

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

∑
e∈En,j

M(e)=m

P̃RU,T2

n,j,e ≤ PR
max, ∀m, (28)

0 ≤ s̃n,j ≤ 1, ∀n, j, (29)

P̃BU,T1

n,j,e1
, P̃BR,T1

n,j,e , P̃BU,T2

n,j,e2
, P̃RU,T2

n,j,e ≥ 0, ∀n, j, e1, e2, e (30)

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

[ ∑
e1∈En,j

C̃BU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e2∈En,j

C̃BU,T2

n,j,e2

]
+

[ ∑
e∈En,j

C̃BRU
n,j,e

]
(
PB
C +M · PR

C

)
+ 1

2

N∑
n=1

∑
j∈Gn

[
ξB

( ∑
e1∈En,j

P̃BU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e2∈En,j

P̃BU,T2

n,j,e2

)
+

∑
e∈En,j

(
ξBP̃BR,T1

n,j,e + ξRP̃RU,T2

n,j,e

)] (32)
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where the auxiliary variable t is given by767

t =
1

PT (P̃, S̃) . (41)

Thus, the ESEM problem may be written19 as (42)–(53) (see768

equation at the bottom of the page), where Ĉ, P̂ and Ŝ indi-769

cate the variable-sets containing their associated transformed770

variables. It is clear that the objective function (42) is affine,771

hence concave, while the constraints (47)–(53) are all affine,772

and hence convex. The constraints (43)–(46) are of the form773

(31) and are hence convex. Therefore, the problem described774

by (42)–(53) is a concave programming problem, which can be775

solved using the algorithm of Section V-C.776

19Strictly speaking, the constraint t > 0 is also needed, but this is guaranteed
due to constraint (53).

C. Dual Decomposition Based Solution Algorithm 777

The dual decomposition method of [17], [41] may be used 778
for conceiving solution algorithms for our SEM and ESEM 779

problems formulated as (20)–(30) and (42)–(53), respectively. 780
We commence by describing the solution algorithm conceived 781
for (42)–(53), which we term the ESEM algorithm. The ESEM 782

algorithm, based on dual decomposition, iterates between cal- 783
culating the tentative optima of the primal variables, namely 784
ĈBU,T1

n,j,e1
, ĈBU,T2

n,j,e2
, ĈBRU

n,j,e , P̂
BU,T1

n,j,e1
, P̂BU,T2

n,j,e2
, P̂BR,T1

n,j,e , P̂RU,T2

n,j,e , 785
ŝn,j as well as t, and updating the dual variables λT1 , λT2 , νm 786

as well as μ, which will be defined later, until the objective 787
function value converges. 788

1) Calculating Tentative Optima of Primal Variables: 789
Based on our previous work [17] that employed the dual 790
decomposition and by employing the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 791

maximize
Ĉ,P̂,Ŝ,t

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

⎡⎣ ∑
e1∈En,j

ĈBU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e2∈En,j

ĈBU,T2

n,j,e2

⎤⎦+

⎡⎣ ∑
e∈En,j

ĈBRU
n,j,e

⎤⎦ (42)

subject to
ŝn,j
2

log2

(
1 +

GBU,T1

n,j,e1
P̂BU,T1

n,j,e1

ŝn,j

)
≥ ĈBU,T1

n,j,e1
, ∀n, j, e1, (43)

ŝn,j
2

log2

(
1 +

GBU,T2

n,j,e2
P̂BU,T2

n,j,e2

ŝn,j

)
≥ ĈBU,T2

n,j,e2
, ∀n, j, e2, (44)

ŝn,j
2

log2

(
1 +

GBR,T1

n,j,e P̂BR,T1

n,j,e

ŝn,j

)
≥ ĈBRU

n,j,e , ∀n, j, e, (45)

ŝn,j
2

log2

(
1 +

GRU,T2

n,j,e P̂RU,T2

n,j,e

ŝn,j

)
≥ ĈBRU

n,j,e , ∀n, j, e, (46)

∑
j∈Gn

ŝn,j ≤ t, ∀n, (47)

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

⎡⎣ ∑
e1∈En,j

P̂BU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e∈En,j

P̂BR,T1

n,j,e

⎤⎦ ≤ t · PB
max, (48)

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

∑
e2∈En,j

P̂BU,T2

n,j,e2
≤ t · PB

max, (49)

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

∑
e∈En,j

M(e)=m

P̂RU,T2

n,j,e ≤ t · PR
max, ∀m, (50)

0 ≤ ŝn,j ≤ t, ∀n, j, (51)

P̂BU,T1

n,j,e1
, P̂BR,T1

n,j,e , P̂BU,T2

n,j,e2
, P̂RU,T2

n,j,e ≥ 0, ∀n, j, e1, e2, e, (52)

t · (PB
C +M · PR

C

)
+

1

2

N∑
n=1

∑
j∈Gn

⎡⎣ξB
⎛⎝ ∑

e1∈En,j

P̂BU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e2∈En,j

P̂BU,T2

n,j,e2

⎞⎠+
∑

e∈En,j

(
ξBP̂BR,T1

n,j,e + ξRP̂RU,T2

n,j,e

)⎤⎦ = 1 (53)
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optimality conditions [32], we reveal that the tentatively opti-792

mal transformed power control variables for the direct SMCs793

encountered in the problem of (42)–(53) may be formulated as794

the water-filling solutions of20795

P̂BU,T1

n,j,e1
= ŝn,j

[
1

(ξBμ+ 2λT1) ln 2
− 1

GBU,T1

n,j,e1

]+

= ŝn,jP
BU,T1

n,j,e1
(54)

and796

P̂BU,T2

n,j,e2
= ŝn,j

[
1

(ξBμ+ 2λT2) ln 2
− 1

GBU,T2

n,j,e2

]+

= ŝn,jP
BU,T2

n,j,e2
. (55)

Furthermore, the transformed power control variables for the797

relaying SMCs may be initially written as798

P̂BR,T1

n,j,e = ŝn,j

[
1

(ξBμ+ 2λT1) ln 2
− 1

GBR,T1

n,j,e

]+

= ŝn,jP
BR,T1

n,j,e (56)

and799

P̂RU,T2

n,j,e = ŝn,j

[
1(

ξRμ+ 2νM(e)

)
ln 2

− 1

GRU,T2

n,j,e

]+

= ŝn,jP
RU,T2

n,j,e . (57)

Note that the value of ŝn,j in (54)–(57) is not yet known. Since800

the SE attainable for a relaying link is limited by the weaker of801

the BS-to-RN and RN-to-UE links, there is no need to transmit802

at a high power on the stronger link, if the other link is unable803

to support the high SE. Thus, the tentatively optimal trans-804

formed power control variables provided for the relaying SMC805

e may be refined by substituting (56), (57) into the right-hand806

side of807

P̂BR,T1

n,j,e = min

(
P̂BR,T1

n,j,e ,
GRU,T2

n,j,e

GBR,T1

n,j,e

· P̂RU,T2

n,j,e

)
(58)

and808

P̂RU,T2

n,j,e = min

(
P̂RU,T2

n,j,e ,
GBR,T1

n,j,e

GRU,T2

n,j,e

· P̂BR,T1

n,j,e

)
. (59)

20In this paper, [·]+ is equivalent tomax(0, ·).

As a result, the tentative estimates of the maximum values 809
that ĈBU,T1

n,j,e1
, ĈBU,T2

n,j,e2
and ĈBRU

n,j,e can attain are given by 810

ĈBU,T1

n,j,e1
=

ŝn,j
2

log2

(
1 +

GBU,T1

n,j,e1
P̂BU,T1

n,j,e1

ŝn,j

)
, (60)

ĈBU,T2

n,j,e2
=

ŝn,j
2

log2

(
1 +

GBU,T2

n,j,e2
P̂BU,T2

n,j,e2

ŝn,j

)
, (61)

and 811

ĈBRU
n,j,e =

ŝn,j
2

log2

(
1 +

GBR,T1

n,j,e P̂BR,T1

n,j,e

ŝn,j

)

=
ŝn,j
2

log2

(
1 +

GRU,T2

n,j,e P̂RU,T2

n,j,e

ŝn,j

)
, (62)

where the value of ŝn,j remains unknown. However, it is plau- 812
sible that for the purpose of maximizing the objective function 813
value, ŝn,j , ∀n, j will always be given its maximum value t, if 814
the single SMC group j is selected for subcarrier block n. Thus, 815
the tentatively optimal SMC group j for subcarrier block n is 816
given by the group obtaining the highest value of 817

∑
j∈Gn

⎡⎣ ∑
e1∈En,j

ĈBU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e2∈En,j

ĈBU,T2

n,j,e2

⎤⎦+ ∑
e∈En,j

ĈBRU
n,j,e . (63)

where ŝn,j inside the logarithm functions may be canceled 818
out. Additionally, we can ignore the common positive 819
multiplicative factor of t without affecting the maximization of 820
(63). The objective function (42) is maximized when choosing 821
this particular group j for subcarrier block n, while for the 822
remaining groups associated with the same subcarrier block, we 823
set P̂BU,T1

n,j′ �=j,e1
= P̂BU,T2

n,j′ �=j,e2
= P̂BR,T1

n,j′ �=j,e= P̂RU,T2

n,j′ �=j,e= ŝn,j′ �=j= 824

ĈBU,T1

n,j′ �=j,e1
= ĈBU,T2

n,j′ �=j,e2
= ĈBRU

n,j′ �=j,e= PBU,T1

n,j′ �=j,e1
= PBU,T2

n,j′ �=j,e2
= 825

PBR,T1

n,j′ �=j,e = PRU,T2

n,j′ �=j,e = 0, as these remaining groups are not 826
chosen. 827

Consequently, the value of t is given by (64) (see equation 828
at the bottom of the page). Note that this is possible without 829
knowing the exact value of ŝn,j , since the factor of ŝn,j may 830
be canceled out, and thus (64) is only dependent on the dual 831
variables and on the tentatively optimal SMC group selection. 832

Having identified the tentative optimal SMC group, we set 833
ŝn,j = t for this selected SMC group corresponding to each 834
subcarrier block n, and we have 835

ĈBU,T1

n,j,e1
=

t

2
log2

(
1 +GBU,T1

n,j,e1
PBU,T1

n,j,e1

)
, (65)

ĈBU,T2

n,j,e2
=

t

2
log2

(
1 +GBU,T2

n,j,e2
PBU,T2

n,j,e2

)
(66)

t =

⎛⎝PB
C +M · PR

C +
1

2

N∑
n=1

∑
j∈Gn

⎡⎣ξB
⎛⎝ ∑

e1∈En,j

PBU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e2∈En,j

PBU,T2

n,j,e2

⎞⎠+
∑

e∈En,j

(
ξBPBR,T1

n,j,e + ξRPRU,T2

n,j,e

)⎤⎦⎞⎠−1

(64)
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as well as836

ĈBRU
n,j,e =

t

2
log2

(
1 +GBR,T1

n,j,e PBR,T1

n,j,e

)
=

t

2
log2

(
1 +GRU,T2

n,j,e PRU,T2

n,j,e

)
, (67)

for that selected SMC group. To summarize, given a set of dual837

variables, the values of power control variables are obtained,838

resulting in an tentatively optimal SMC group, which obtains839

the SE values for the corresponding subcarrier block. There-840

fore, all of the primal variables are obtained for a given set of841

dual variables. Thus, they are jointly optimized.842

2) Updating the Dual Variables: From the derivation of the843

optimal primal variables described in Section V-C.1, we can844

see that the constraints (43)–(47) and (51)–(53) are implicitly845

satisfied. Therefore, we update the dual variables λT1 , λT2846

and νm which are associated with the remaining constraints847

(48)–(50), respectively. These may be viewed as pricing param-848

eters to ensure that the optimal power control variables satisfy849

(48)–(50).850

Since the Lagrangian of (42)–(53) is differentiable w.r.t. the851

dual variables, at each iteration i of the solution algorithm,852

these dual variables may be updated according to (68)–(70)853

(see equation at the bottom of the page), where δλT1 (i), δλT2 (i) 854
and δνm

(i) are appropriately chosen step sizes [41] at iteration i. 855
The remaining dual variable, μ, which is associated with 856

(53) must also be updated. However, the constraint given by 857
(53) is implicitly satisfied since the value of t is computed 858
from (64). Therefore, we opt for an alternative method based 859
on differentiating the Lagrangian w.r.t t and substituting in the 860
intermediate values of Ĉ, P̂ , Ŝ and t. Thus, the updated value 861
of μ is given by (71). 862

All primal variables are jointly optimized in Section V-C.1 as 863
the optimal power variables are determined by the related dual 864
variables. This leads to the optimal group selection and rate vari- 865
ables, which then allow us to find the optimal t. Given the tenta- 866
tive optima of primal variables, the algorithm proceeds to update 867
the dual variables, which are mostly to ensure that the maximum 868

power constraints are not violated. Using these updated dual 869
variables, the algorithm repeats this process until the objective 870
function value η̂E(i) at iteration i reaches the predefined con- 871
vergence threshold, which is given by |η̂E(i)−η̂E(i−1)|<ε. 872

The method presented in Section V-C.1 and Section V-C.2 873
solves the ESEM problem described by (42)–(53). It may also 874
be invoked for solving the SEM problem of (20)–(30), while 875
fixing μ = 0 and t = 1. This is because the ESEM problem 876

considered is simplified to the SEM problem, when we have 877
μ = 0 and t = 1. 878

λT1(i) =

⎡⎣λT1(i− 1)− δλT1 (i) ·
⎛⎝t · PB

max −
N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

⎡⎣ ∑
e1∈En,j

P̂BU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e∈En,j

P̂BR,T1

n,j,e

⎤⎦⎞⎠⎤⎦+

(68)

λT2(i) =

⎡⎣λT2(i− 1)− δλT2 (i) ·
⎛⎝t · PB

max −
N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

∑
e2∈En,j

P̂BU,T2

n,j,e2

⎞⎠⎤⎦+

(69)

νm(i) =

⎡⎢⎣νm(i− 1)− δνm
(i) ·

⎛⎜⎝t · PR
max −

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

∑
e∈En,j

M(e)=m

P̂RU,T2

n,j,e

⎞⎟⎠
⎤⎥⎦
+

, ∀m (70)

μ(i) = t ·
⎛⎝ N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Gn

⎡⎣ ∑
e1∈En,j

C̃BU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e2∈En,j

C̃BU,T2

n,j,e2

⎤⎦+

⎡⎣ ∑
e∈En,j

C̃BRU
n,j,e

⎤⎦

+λT1(i− 1) ·
⎛⎝PB

max −
N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

⎡⎣ ∑
e1∈En,j

P̃BU,T1

n,j,e1
+

∑
e∈En,j

P̃BR,T1

n,j,e

⎤⎦⎞⎠

+λT2(i− 1) ·
⎛⎝PB

max −
N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

∑
e2∈En,j

P̃BU,T2

n,j,e2

⎞⎠

+

M∑
m=1

νm(i− 1) ·

⎛⎜⎝PR
max −

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Gn

∑
e∈En,j

M(e)=m

P̃RU,T2

n,j,e

⎞⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎠ (71)
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS USED TO OBTAIN ALL RESULTS

IN SECTION VI UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS879

This section presents the numerical results obtained, when880

employing the SEM and ESEM algorithms21 described in881

Section V to the MIMO-OFDMA multi-relay cellular network882

considered. The pertinent simulation parameters are given883

in Table I. Additionally, the path-loss effect is characterized884

relying on the method and parameters of [30], where the BS-885

to-UE and RN-to-UE links are assumed to be non-line-of-sight886

(NLOS) links, since these links are typically blocked by887

buildings and other large obstructing objects, while the BS-to-888

RN links are realistically assumed to be line-of-sight (LOS)889

links, as the RNs may be strategically deployed on tall buildings890

to create strong wireless backhaul links. Furthermore, indepen-891

dently and randomly generated set of UE locations as well as892

fading channel realizations were used for each channel sample.893

The results of a baseline algorithm is also presented to high-894

light the improved performance obtained from employing the895

SEM and ESEM algorithms. This baseline algorithm consists896

of a random SMC grouping (RG) selection for each subcarrier897

block and then equal power allocation (EPA) across all the898

selected SMCs, and will be termed the RG-EPA algorithm.899

A. On the Optimality and the Relative Complexity of ESGA900

and OCGA for Various α Values901

Firstly, the behavior of the ESGA and OCGA as a function902

of α is examined. Note in Fig. 4 that since the ESGA is903

21In all cases, the step sizes and the initial values of the dual variables
described in Section V-C.2 are empirically optimized to give the optimal
objective function value in as few iterations as possible, although the exact
analytical method for determining the optimal step sizes and initial values still
remains an open issue. In our experience, the algorithms converge within just
10 iterations when carefully chosen step sizes are employed, regardless of the
size of the problem.

Fig. 4. The optimality gap and total number of SMC groups found when
employing the ESGA and OCGA, and using the parameters in Table I with
N = 6, K = 2, M = 2, PB

max = 20 dBm, PR
max = 10 dBm and a cell

radius of 0.75 km.

capable of enumerating all possible SMC groupings, which 904
satisfy (1) for the corresponding α, the optimal SE is attained. 905
The ‘normalized optimality gap’ is then defined as (β/β∗)− 1, 906
where β∗ is the optimal SE obtained from employing the ESGA 907

algorithm, and β is the SE obtained from any other algorithm. 908
We can see from Fig. 4, that the normalized optimality gap 909
of OCGA relative to ESGA is about −0.005 ∼ −0.1 for the 910
α values considered. However, the number of groups found 911
using ESGA is exponentially increasing with α. By contrast, for 912
OCGA, this number is always significantly lower and gradually 913
becomes less than 200, when α increases to 0.5. In fact, the 914
number of groups found by OCGA is reduced to about 3.5% 915

of that found by ESGA at α = 0.5. This demonstrates the 916
viability of using OCGA in the following simulations as a 917
reduced-complexity near-optimum alternative to ESGA. Under 918
the conditions considered in Fig. 4, the optimal ESE solution 919
is the same as the optimal SE solution, as detailed in the next 920
subsection. Therefore, as far as ESEM is concerned, similar 921
conclusions may be drawn regarding the optimality of the two 922
grouping algorithms. 923

B. The Variation in Achievable SE and ESE for Different 924

Values of PB
max and PR

max 925

As shown in Fig. 5(a), the achievable SE is monotonically in- 926
creasing with PB

max and P
R
max when using the SEM algorithm. 927

This is not unexpected, since the SEM algorithm optimally 928
allocates all the available power for the sake of achieving the 929
maximum SE. By comparison, we observed from Fig. 5(a) 930
and (b) that both the achievable SE and ESE of the ESEM 931

algorithm saturate at some moderate values of PB
max and/or 932

PR
max. This is because the ESEM algorithm only allocates just 933
enough power (that may be lower than the power budget values 934
of PB

max and/or P
R
max) for the sake of achieving the maximum 935

ESE. On the other hand, the ESE performance of the SEM algo- 936
rithm is severely degraded upon further increasing PB

max and/or 937
PR
max after its ESE performance reaches the peak, as shown in 938
Fig. 5(b). This is because the ESE metric is a quasiconcave 939
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Fig. 5. The average achievable SE and ESE of the SEM, ESEM and RG-
EPA algorithms upon varying PB

max and PR
max. The parameters in Table I

withN = 6,K = 10,M = 2, α = 0.1 and a cell radius of 1.75 km are used.
(a) Surface plots of the achievable SE when using the SEM, ESEM and RG-
EPA algorithms. (b) Surface plots of the achievable ESE when using the SEM,
ESEM and RG-EPA algorithms.

function of the transmit powers—its numerator (i.e. the SE)940

increases logarithmically with the transmit powers, while its941

denominator increases linearly with the transmit powers. In942

fact, the peak ESE of the SEM algorithm is attained at PB
max =943

40 dBm and PR
max = 40 dBm, as seen in Fig. 5(b), and the944

associated normalized optimality gap is only −0.074. By con-945

trast, the achievable ESE when using the ESEM algorithm also946

saturates at around PB
max = 40 dBm and PR

max = 40 dBm.22947

Thus, the operating point of “PB
max = 40 dBm and PR

max =948

40 dBm” may strike an attractive balance between SEM and949

ESEM. Of course, the required trade-off may be struck on a950

case-by-case basis in practical systems.951

Additionally, the RG-EPA algorithm performs significantly952

worse in terms of SE when compared to the SEM algorithm,953

and in terms of ESE when compared to the ESEM algorithm.954

Furthermore, the RG-EPA algorithm performs even worse than955

the SEM algorithm in terms of ESE. Although the obtained SE956

22Note that when PB
max and P

R
max have low/moderate values, the SEM and

ESEM algorithms share the same solutions of P and S.

Fig. 6. The average achievable SE and ESE of the SEM, ESEM and RG-EPA
algorithms upon varyingM and cell radius, and using the parameters in Table I
with N = 6, K = 10, α = 0.1, PB

max = 20 dBm and PR
max = 10 dBm.

(a) Surface plots of the achievable SE when using the SEM, ESEM and RG-
EPA algorithms. (b) Surface plots of the achievable ESE when using the SEM,
ESEM and RG-EPA algorithms.

when using the RG-EPA algorithm is, in some cases, higher 957
than the SE obtained when using the ESE algorithm, this 958
performance improvement comes at a great cost to the ESE 959
performance of the RG-EPA algorithm. 960

Finally, note that although both the SE of the SEM algorithm, 961
and the ESE of the ESEM algorithm are non-decreasing as 962
either PB

max or P
R
max is increased, the effect of increasing P

B
max 963

on the SE or ESE is significantly more pronounced, than that of 964
applying the same increase to PR

max. The intuitive reasoning 965
behind this is that the power available at the BS has a more 966
pronounced effect on the system’s performance, since the direct 967
links and, more importantly, the BS-to-RN links rely on the BS. 968
Therefore, increasing PR

max is futile if the BS-to-RN links are 969
not allocated sufficient power to support the RN-to-UE links. 970

C. The Achievable SE and ESE as a Function of M and the 971

Cell Radius 972

Fig. 6 illustrates some advantages and disadvantages of em- 973
ploying RNs in the cellular system considered. We observe that 974
the specific low values of the power constraints result in the 975
same solutions for both the SEM and ESEM algorithms. This 976
phenomenon was also shown in Fig. 5. 977
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As evidenced in Fig. 6(a), the attainable SE increases with978

M , which is a benefit of the additional selection diversity, when979

forming relaying links. However, the attainable SE does not980

increase substantially beyondM = 2. In fact, only an increase981

of 0.1% is attained for the SE when M is increased from 2 to982

4 at a cell radius of 0.75 km. On the other hand, the cost in983

terms of ESE is significant (36.4%), as shown in Fig. 6(b). This984

suggests that employing RNs does not constitute an energy-985

spectral-efficient technique although it increases the SE of a986

cellular system, which is partially due to the power amplifier987

inefficiency and owing to the non-negligible fixed circuit energy988

dissipation. Note furthermore that both the attainable SE and989

ESE are decreasing upon increasing the cell radius as a result of990

the increased path-loss of all the wireless links. However, this991

reduction is relatively small between a cell radius of 1.75 km992

and 2.25 km. The reason behind this phenomenon is that both993

the SEM and ESEM algorithms will selectively serve the UEs994

nearer to the BS, so that a similar performance may be attained995

without suffering from a substantial path-loss. This is also the996

reason why the gain in SE gleaned by employing RNs at a cell997

radius of 2.25 km seems negligible in Fig. 6(a). Once again,998

the RG-EPA algorithm performs worse both in terms of SE and999

ESE performance.1000

D. The Achievable SE and ESE as a Function of N and NB1001

Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of increasing N and NB on the1002

attainable SE and ESE. Note that in a similar fashion to Fig. 6,1003

the SEM and ESEM algorithms attain the same solutions in the1004

operating region considered.1005

Observe from both Fig. 7(a) and (b) that the attainable SE and1006

ESE increase upon increasing NB . This is due to the increased1007

attainable spatial degrees of freedom at the BS in the first1008

transmission phase, which allows for more direct transmissions1009

overall. However, both the SE and ESE are reduced upon1010

increasing N , which suggests that increasing the number of1011

subcarrier blocks does not increase the average efficiency of1012

each block. This is because the power constraints are fixed1013

and thus there is insufficient power for fully exploiting the1014

additional subcarrier blocks. However, note that both total SE1015

and ESE do indeed increase upon increasing N , which may be1016

explicitly seen upon multiplying the results of Fig. 7(a) and (b)1017

by NW . The RG-EPA algorithm performs worse in both cases1018

as expected.1019

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK1020

In this paper, firstly a novel transmission protocol based on1021

joint transmit-BF and receive-BF was developed for the multi-1022

relay MIMO-OFDMA cellular network considered. This proto-1023

col allows for achieving high-SE performance for the MIMO1024

broadcast network consisting of a BS, multiple RNs and multi-1025

ple UEs. The associated MIMO channel matrices were mathe-1026

matically decomposed into multiple MISO channels, which we1027

referred to as SMCs, using receive-BF. By applying ZFBF at the1028

transmitter, the interference between SMC-based concurrent1029

transmissions is completely eliminated, provided that perfect1030

CSI-knowledge is available. For the purposes of obtaining a1031

Fig. 7. The average achievable SE and ESE of the SEM, ESEM and RG-EPA
algorithms upon varying N and NB , and using the parameters in Table I with
M = 2, K = 10, α = 0.1, PB

max = 20 dBm, PR
max = 10 dBm and a cell

radius of 0.75 km. (a) Surface plots of the achievable SE when using the SEM,
ESEM and RG-EPA algorithms. (b) Surface plots of the achievable ESE when
using the SEM, ESEM and RG-EPA algorithms.

higher multiplexing gain, the SMCs may be grouped according 1032
to the semi-orthogonality criterion. Consequently, a pair of 1033
grouping algorithms were proposed, referred to as ESGA and 1034
OCGA. The former exhaustively enumerates all of the possible 1035
groupings, whereas the latter aims to be a lower-complexity de- 1036
sign alternative. Finding the SE-optimal and ESE-optimal SMC 1037

groupings as well as their associated optimal power control 1038
variables were formulated as optimization problems. With the 1039
aid of several variable relaxations and transformations, these 1040
optimization problems were transformed into concave opti- 1041
mization problems. Thus, the dual decomposition approach was 1042
employed for finding the optimal solutions. We demonstrated 1043
that the OCGA constitutes an attractive alternative to ESGA, 1044
since it offers a near-optimal performance at a substantially re- 1045
duced complexity. Furthermore, several numerical results were 1046
presented for characterizing the system’s attainable SE and ESE 1047
performance across a wide range of system parameters, such 1048
as the transmit power constraints, cell radius, the number of 1049
RNs, the number of BS antennas and the number of subcarrier 1050
blocks. Additionally, we demonstrated that our SEM/ESEM 1051

algorithms perform significantly better than the benchmark RG- 1052
EPA algorithm. 1053
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In our future work, we will consider unity frequency reuse1054

multi-relay multi-cell networks. Thus, these networks are1055

interference-limited, rather than noise-limited. Consequently,1056

improved transmission protocols and optimization methods are1057

required for managing both the intra-cell and inter-cell interfer-1058

ence to improve the system’s SE and ESE performance.1059
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